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Poseidon Roman name

poseidon and neptune god of the sea. In modern Greek Poseidon is
called Poseidonas (Î Î¿ÏƒÎµÎ¹Î´ÏŽÎ½Î±Ï‚) His greek name is Poseidon
Roman = Neptune. The Greeks called him Poseidon, the Romans,
Neptune. Poseidon is the Greek name for the god of the sea.

answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080127180751AATz5VW

wat is Poseidon's greek and roman name? | Yahoo
Answâ€¦

PEOPLE ALSO ASK

Poseidon
Dc Comics

Poseidon is the name of a DC Comics deity
who is based on the Greek god of the same
name. Due to his status as Greek god of
the sea, the character has figured primarily
in stories relating to two of DC Comics'
main superhero properties: Wonder Woman
and Aquaman.
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Who were Poseidon's children?
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Who did Poseidon fear?



Why is Poseidon important?



What does Poseidon want?



Symbol: Trident, fish, dolphin, horse â€¦
Children: Theseus, Triton, â€¦

Roman equivalent: Neptune
Parents: Cronus and Rhea
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Poseidon - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poseidon
Roman equivalent: Neptune: ... The origins of the name "Poseidon" are unclear. One
theory breaks it down into an element meaning "husband" or "lord" (Greek ...

Etymology · Bronze Age Greece · Origins · Worship of Poseidon · Mythology · Triton

What is Poseidon's Roman name - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › What is Poseidon's Roman name?
May 26, 2018 · Poseidon's Roman name is Neptune. his brothers were hades and Zeus
and his father was kronos who swallowed him when he was a baby and Zeus gave kronos
a mixture of mustard and wine which then he spit up poseid â€¦ on and Hades then they
cut up their father and put him in a pit in the underworld and the big 3 took over the â€¦

What is Poseidon's name in Latin and Roman Jun 09, 2018

What were all the other names of Poseidon - Answers.com

What did Poseidon influence today - Answers.com

Poseidon (Neptune) Questions including "If only the ...

See more results

Poseidon - MythWeb
www.mythweb.com/gods/Poseidon.html
POSEIDON (puh-SYE-dun or poh-SYE-dun; Roman name Neptune) was the god of the
sea, earthquakes and horses. ... Poseidon had married Nereus's daughter, ...

POSEIDON - Greek God of the Sea & Earthquakes
(Roman â€¦
www.theoi.com/Olympios/Poseidon.html
Chariot of Poseidon, Greco-Roman mosaic, Bardo National Museum POSEIDON was the
Olympian god of the sea, earthquakes, floods, drought and horses. He was depicted as a
mature man with a sturdy build and dark beard holding a trident (a three-pronged
fisherman's spear).

Poseidon â€¢ Facts and Information on Greek God
Poseidon
greekgodsandgoddesses.net › Greek Gods
Poseidon facts, information and stories from ancient Greek mythology. Learn about the
Greek god of the sea, Poseidon.

Neptune (mythology) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune_(mythology)
Neptune (Latin: NeptÅ«nus [nÉ›pËˆtuË�nÊŠs]) was the god of freshwater and the sea in
Roman religion.He is the counterpart of the Greek god Poseidon. In the Greek-influenced
tradition, Neptune was the brother of Jupiter and Pluto; the brothers presided over the
realms of Heaven, the earthly world, and the Underworld.

Etymology · Worship · Neptune in Etruria · Depiction in art · Bibliography

Poseidon
https://www.greekmythology.com/Olympians/Poseidon/poseidon.html
Poseidon is the god of the sea and protector of all aquatic features. Brother of Zeus and
Hades, after the overthrow of their father, Cronus, he drew ...

Greek Mythology: Poseidon
www.mythweb.com/encyc/entries/poseidon.html
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poseidon family tree

poseidon symbols

poseidon roman name and symbol

hephaestus roman name

son of poseidon

poseidon

poseidon wife medusa

apollo roman name

1 2 3 4 5

www.mythweb.com/encyc/entries/poseidon.html
Roman name Neptune. See The Olympians for another picture.. Poseidon was the god of
the sea, earthquakes and horses. Although he was officially one of the supreme gods of
Mount Olympus, he spent most of his time in his watery domain.

Greek Gods And Goddesses: Names, Symbols, and
Realms - Quizlet
https://quizlet.com/38666811/greek-gods-and-goddesses-names...
Roman Name: Pluto or Dis Symbols: Cerberus, cypress tree, bident, helmet of invisibility.
Realm: god of the underworld, king of the dead.

Poseidon | Myths, Symbols, & Facts | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Poseidon
The name Poseidon means either â€œhusband of the earthâ€� or â€œlord of the
earth.â€� Traditionally, he was a son of Cronus (the youngest of the 12 Titans) ...

POSEIDON FAMILY - Greek Mythology - THEOI
www.theoi.com/Olympios/PoseidonFamily.html
Poseidon-Neptune and marine creatures, Greco-Roman mosaic from Ostia, Ostia Antica
POSEIDON was the Olympian god of the sea, earthquakes, floods, drought and horses.
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